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SLEEPING BAG
ROLL MAT
PILLOW/S
CAMP BEDS – (Supplied by camp)
SWIMBAG (towel, shorts, goggles, armbands)
TORCH
WATERPROOF (light anorak, waterproof
clothes)
BAG (to pack your clothes in)
PLASTIC BAGS (Useful for dirty/wet clothes)
CUDDLY TOY (if required)
HAT (for sun protection)
SUNGLASSES
NIGHT CLOTHES
SHORTS (at least 2 pairs)
WASHBAG
JEANS OR TRACKSUIT TROUSERS (2)
TOWEL (2)
WARM TOPS (Sweatshirt, jumpers/ fleece)
UNDERWEAR
SHOES (2 pairs old shoes/trainers ESSENTIAL)
SOCKS (suggest at least 7 pairs socks)
TOPS (t-shirts etc.)
Musical Instruments – For playing at mass/
talent show

Some Useful Tips for Camp
A soft waterproof barrel bag is ideal as you can
use it as a pillow.
We offer on-site facilities for phone charging
however signal can be hard to come by due to the
rural location of the camp.
If you have work/university related emails/work
we will offer a wi-fi code to be obtained from the
Camp Leader
All drinks and meals are supplied by the camp.
However there is is a tuck shop which opens daily
which you can use.
Helpers blue polo shirts are available to purchase
on camp for a suggested donation of £5.
Do NOT buy expensive new clothes for
Camp.
Camping is rough on clothes and they could get
ruined. There are no wardrobes, they will be
rolled up in a bag in a tent for a week and get a
“camping smell”, and if it rains there is yellow
mud that doesn’t always wash out.

DO NOT BRING
1. Valuable items such as watches, rings, cameras, designer sunglasses or items of special
sentimental value.
2. Alcohol is a banned substance on camp. Please do not bring any onto the campsite.
3. Knives of any sort, or matches, cookers, stoves, table and kitchenware, (It’s not that kind of
camping).
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